
2022 FIFA World Cup charity sweepstake  
for Alzheimer’s Research UK
Who will be crowned champions in the 2022 FIFA World Cup? The  
World Cup sweepstake is a quick and easy way to raise donations for  
life-changing dementia research!

The competition in Qatar kicks off on 20 November at the Al Bayt Stadium and the final 
will be played at the Lusail Stadium in Doha on 18 December.

Here’s what you need to do kick off your fundraising: 
1. Cut out the team names and pop them in an envelope or hat. 

2. Ask your colleagues to draw a name in return for a suggested donation – anything
between £1 and £5. 

3. Make a note of who drew which team on page 3. 

4. Enjoy the tournament and cheer on your chosen team! 

5. The World Cup Final is played on 18 December 2022, so you’ll know who has won
your sweepstake as soon as the final whistle is blown.

6. The winner keeps half the money, and the rest is donated to Alzheimer’s Research UK. 

If your colleagues would like to enter more than once, or if you have a big office, you can 
print as many copies as you like.

Alzheimer’s Research UK, 3 Riverside,
Granta Park, Cambridge CB21 6AD
www.alzheimersresearchuk.org
Charity numbers 1077089 and SC042474



2022 FIFA World Cup charity sweepstake 
Cut out each team name, pop them in an envelope or hat and then ask your

colleagues to pick out their team.

Ecuador Netherlands Qatar Senegal

England IR Iran USA Wales

Argentina Mexico Poland Saudi 
Arabia

Australia Denmark France Tunisia

Costa Rica Germany Japan Spain

Belgium Canada Croatia Morocco

Brazil Cameroon Serbia Switzerland

Ghana Portugal
Korea 

Republic Uruguay



2022 FIFA World Cup charity sweepstake 
Use this sheet to record who draws which team!

Team Name Team Name

Legal info: 1. This sweepstake is an exempt lottery under the Gambling Act 2005 and is promoted by: 2. The poster is for use in Great 
Britain only. 3. The promoter and the entrants must be 18 or over. 4. You may only display this poster or advertise the sweepstake on the 
premises in which the sweepstake is taking place. 5. The rights of any entrant are not transferable to any other person (and any attempt 
to transfer them will be treated as ineffective) 6. Each entrant agrees that if they win, the promoter will donate half the money collected to 
Alzheimer’s Research UK on behalf of the winner. 7. The promoter is responsible for ensuring the sweepstake is run properly - Alzheimer’s 
Research UK is not a promoter and does not accept any responsibility for your sweepstake. © Alzheimer’s Research UK 2022.
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